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Introduction
Appello

We are the market leader in two important Technology
Enabled Care Services (TECS) markets:
We run the UK’s largest telecare monitoring centre and have
the most advanced call handling platform in the industry.
We support c250k connections and consistently achieve
industry leading performance.
We are the market leader in Digital Emergency Call Systems
(ECS) and have developed a service, Smart Living Solutions
(SLS) which provides elderly and vulnerable residents in
retirement housing with material improvements in safety,
security and wellbeing.
For housing providers (who are our customers), SLS
supports their duty of care obligations as well as delivering
greater effectiveness for on site staff. SLS also creates new
revenue stream opportunities through the additional value
added services enabled.
UKTHC
16 March 2021
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Smart Living Solutions
UKTHC
✓ Widest deployed digital TEC system in UK.
✓ Proven to enhance wellbeing and support digital
transformation.

✓ Video calling between residents and staff
✓ Wifi, Bluetooth connectivity
✓ Integrates with wider services

UKTHC
16 March 2021
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Introducing SmartConnect
@Appello
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Introducing SmartConnect
UKTHC
SmartConnect provides you with the essentials of digital
Technology Enabled Care (TEC) – a safe connection
SmartConnect is the answer for those who need to replace
existing equipment to preserve essential services. It
provides housing providers with the reassurance of
compatibly with the UKs digital telecoms network. This
brings faster connections and mitigates the safety risk of
first-time call failures.
For those housing providers looking to meet the changing
needs of their customers by delivering the real benefits of
digital transformation, such as reduced social isolation,
enhanced wellbeing, the ability to integrate services,
improved employee productivity and increased property
value then we deliver these through our market leading
Smart Living Solutions.
UKTHC
16 March 2021
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Mitigating the risks of a digital network upgrade
The options
Appello
DigitalBridge

Hybrid Solution

SmartConnect

Smart Living
Solutions

Digital Network Ready (Mitigated Call Failures)

✓

✓

✓

✓

Dual Speech (i.e Normal two-way conversation)

✓

✓

✓

✓

10 - 30s

✓

✓

Max 2

Max 4

✓

I’m OK notifications

*

✓

✓

Cloud Management application

*

✓

✓

Video/Voice Calling

*

✓

Integrated Video Door Entry

*

✓

Wifi / Bluetooth Connectivity

*

✓

Analogue

3s Connection Speed to the monitoring centre

Simultaneous Calling (no call queues)

Customisable and branded user interface

✓

Application for functionality on personal
devices

✓

3rd Party Integrations

✓

* Model Dependent
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SmartConnect Features
UKTHC
✓ Utilises existing traditional cables or Ethernet in
new build properties.
✓ Digital emergency alarm utilising industry standard
NOW-IP
✓ Pendant and range of telecare peripherals
available
✓ I’m OK notifications
✓ Staff management via cloud application, AppelloHQ

UKTHC
16 March 2021

Available Summer 2021.
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DigitalBridge Case Study
UKTHC
• Launched in November 2020, as one of the latest applications to
Appello Cloud Services.
• We recognise not everyone is in a position to realise the benefits
of a full digital transition just yet, and many are partially through
an upgrade.
• Enables the conversion of analogue protocols to digital via the
cloud. Mitigating the risks of call failures and prolonging the life of
some analogue equipment whilst digital solutions are identified.

Following rigorous testing between NRS
Healthcare and Appello, we turned the 25-28% first
time failure rate – from devices signalling BS8521-1
within the area – to a first-time failure rate running
at 0.006%.
UKTHC
16 March 2021

James Lampert, Head of Independent Living, NRS Healthcare
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Whatever your circumstances with digital,
Appello has your journey covered
from end to end
SLS
SmartConnect
SmartAlert
Digital Bridge
CareNet

Capital purchase or rental
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Thankyou
john.east@appello.co.uk
07702 105123
www.appello.co.uk
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